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"... After centuries of chaos was considered useful, 
however baddish citizen in our deterministic universe. 

However, it appears that determinism in our universe in 
small islands surrounded by largely unmapped universe of 

wide waste yard of chaos ... " 
 

J. Ford 
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Topics 

•  Historic remarks 
•  Selected basic terminology 
•  Chaos attributes 
•  Universal features 
•  From order to chaos 
•  Visualization 
•  Examples 
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Objectives 

The objectives of the lesson are: 
•  Mention briefly historic background of deterministic chaos. 
•  Introduce basic terminology and explain its meaning. 
•  Discuss the main attributes of chaos and its dynamics. 
•  Show that there are so called universal features, i.e. universal 

attributes that can be found in any chaotic systems. 
•  Discuss possible routes from order to chaos. 
•  Show how chaos dynamics can be visualized. 
•  Introduce interesting examples. 
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Chaos - Historical Remarks 
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Chaos - behavior 

6 Sergej Celikovsky and Guanrong Chen

purpose A rather wealthy set of types of behaviour can be encountered in the real
world. One of the possible categorizations is included in Table 3. The table encom-
passes both purely stochastic types of behaviour (coin toss, thermal noise, ...) and
deterministic types of behaviour (celestial mechanics), including chaos (intermit-
tence, chaotic attractors, ...).

Table 1 Possible types of behaviour of dynamic systems [14].
Behaviour Example
Predictable Planets
Unpredictable Coin toss
Chaotic transitions Billiard problem
Intermittence Logistic equation (for A = 3.8284)
Narrow-band chaos Roessler attractor
Low-dimensional broadband chaos Lorenz attractor
High-dimensional broadband chaos Neuron networks
Correlated (coloured) noise Random walk
Pseudorandomness Computer-generated randomness
Randomness Thermal noise, radioactivity
Combination of the above types of behaviour Real data

2.1.1 Hamiltonian systems

The study of Hamiltonian systems has its roots in the 19th century when it was in-
troduced by Irish mathematician William Hamilton. For mechanical systems, a typ-
ical feature of Hamiltonian systems is that no dissipation of energy occurs in them,
so that mechanical Hamiltonian system is also the so-called conservative one. In
general dynamical system theory the term “conservative” means that certain scalar
function, having typical properties of energy, is preserved along system trajectories.
The creation of chaos theory for Hamiltonian systems was contributed to by scien-
tists such as Boltzman (who laid the foundations of ergodic theory and discovered
the contradiction between the reversibility of a system and irreversibility of its be-
haviour) and Poincare. Assets of Hamiltonian systems included their amenability to
solution without the deployment of computer techniques, something we can hardly
imagine today. The mathematical apparatus and thus also the philosophy of Hamil-
tonian systems find application in many areas of physics, such as plasma physics,
quantum mechanics and others.

2.1.2 Dissipative systems

Dissipative dynamic systems are systems where energy escapes into the surround-
ings and state space volume is reduced. Typical examples include weight on spring
(dissipation being caused by friction between the body and air and energy losses in-
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Chaos - Hamiltonian Systems 

•  The study of Hamiltonian systems has its roots in the 19th  century when it 
was introduced by Irish mathematician William Hamilton.  

•  For mechanical systems, a typical feature of Hamiltonian systems is that no 
dissipation of energy occurs in them, so that mechanical Hamiltonian 
system is also the so-called conservative one.  

•  In general dynamical system theory the term “conservative” means that 
certain scalar function, having typical properties of energy, is preserved along 
system trajectories.  

•  The creation of chaos theory for Hamiltonian systems was contributed to by 
scientists such as Boltzman (who established the foundations of ergodic theory and 
discovered the contradiction between the reversibility of a system and irreversibility of its 
behavior) and Poincare.  

•  Hamiltonian systems included application in many areas of physics, such as 
plasma physics, quantum mechanics and others. 
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Chaos - Dissipative Systems 

•  Dissipative dynamic systems are systems where energy escapes 
into the surroundings and state space volume is reduced. "

•  Typical examples include weight on spring (dissipation being caused 
by friction between the body and air and energy losses inside the 
material), motion on a wheel, electronic resonance circuits. "

•  Since the topics of dissipative dynamic systems is the subject of a 
whole presentation, demonstration of a exact real system will be 
given here. "

•  Well-known classical example of a dynamic system is defined by the 
Lorenz system."
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Chaos - Universal Features 

•  Deterministic chaos possesses many features that are common to 
chaotic behavior irrespective of the physical system which is the 
cause of this behavior. "

•  This common nature is expressed by the term universality so as 
to stress the universal nature of the phenomena. "

•  The quantity and properties of the features as well as the 
complexity of links between them are so extensive that they could 
make up a topic for a separate publication. "

•  These include, in particular, Feigenbaum’s constants α and δ , 
the U-sequence, Lyapunov exponents, self-similarity and 
processes by which a system usually passes from deterministic 
behavior to chaotic behavior: intermittence, period doubling, 
metastable chaos and crises. "

•  Another property which is, curiously, not included in the pantheon 
of universalities will be mentioned at the beginning: the 
deterministic nature and non-predictability of deterministic chaos."
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Chaos - Universal Features 
Determinism and Unpredictability of the Behavior of 
Deterministic Chaos - Sensitivity to Initial Conditions 

•  The deterministic structure of systems which generate chaos and their 
unpredictability constitute another typical feature of the universal properties 
of deterministic chaos.  

•  It is actually irrelevant what type the chaotic system is (chemical, biological, 
electronic, economic, ...): it holds invariably that their mathematical models 
are fully deterministic (there is no room for randomness as such in them) and 
are unpredictable in their behavior. 

8 Sergej Celikovsky and Guanrong Chen

It is clear from the structure of the equations that no mathematical term express-
ing randomness is present. That apparent randomness that can be seen in determinis-
tic chaos at first glance is not purely fortuitous; in fact, it is related to the sensitivity
to initial conditions. This sensitivity can be demonstrated well on the example of a
smooth hill from whose top a ball is let run down. The ball will take a different tra-
jectory in each experiment, which is due to two factors: the first is the non-ideality
of the hill surface, the other, impossibility of setting the starting position absolutely
identically when repeating the experiment. The inaccuracies are due to the ubiq-
uitous error of measurement (in manufacturing the hill, in setting the position, in
manufacturing the ball, ...), and even if all the errors could be eliminated, the uncer-
tainty of the quantum world (i.e. Heisenberg uncertainty principle) would ultimately
take effect and act in the macroworld as well (which it actually does). Hence, fluc-
tuations cannot be avoided, and so “declaring total war” on fluctuations is a waste
of time and akin to Don Quixote’s tilting at windmills. A normal PC with appro-
priate software will do for experiments with sensitivity to initial conditions. Fig. 6
demonstrates sensitivity to initial conditions for the Lorenz attractor. Two time de-
velopments of the variable of state x (Fig. 6) are shown for a difference between the
initial conditions �y(0) = 0.001, which appears as a negligible error at first glance.
However, in a time as short as 24 seconds the two state trajectories diverge, as em-
phasized by the grey area between them. (Fig. 7) shows the same for �y(0) = 10�9.
Sensitivity to initial conditions is thus one of the characteristic features of determin-
istic chaos and can be used as an indicator when classifying a dynamic system.
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Fig. 6 Sensitivity of the variable x of the Lorenz attractor for �y(0) = 0.001.
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Fig. 7 Sensitivity of the variable x of the Lorenz attractor for ⇥y(0) = 10�9.

3.2 Lyapunov exponents

Lyapunov exponents are another member of the family of universal features of de-
terministic chaos. They are numbers which basically express the divergence (or also
convergence) of the state trajectories of a dynamic system. The exponents can be
calculated relatively simply, both for discrete systems and for continuous systems.
As will be explained later, Lyapunov exponents are closely related to the structure
of the state space, which (in dynamic systems theory) is represented by an array of
arrows determining the time development of the system in each point of the space.
The development of the system in this space is then represented by a (usually) con-
tinuous line [24].
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Fig. 8 State space trajectory for a dynamic sys-
tem with 2 singular points s1 and s2. On the po-
sition s1 = {0,0} is repellor and at the position
s2 = {�1,0} saddle. Start points of both trajecto-
ries diverge despite fact that this coordinates (x1
= {-1.56, 0.92} and x2 = {-1.57, 0.92}) are very
close.
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Fig. 9 Different behavior can be observed when
both trajectories will start in different part of state
space. Despite its bigger difference in starting
possition (x1 = {0.4, 0.4} and x2 = {0.8, 0.4})
trajectories merge together after certain time.

The effect of Lyapunov exponents on the behaviour of the dynamic system is
apparent from Fig. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 shows the state space of a simple dynamic sys-
tem along with two different time developments starting from two different initial
conditions, which only differ by �x = 0.01 in the x-axis. The behaviour in the two
cases is entirely different. Fig. 9 shows different behavior. Hence, the behaviour of

 = 10−9
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Chaos - Universal Features 
Determinism and Unpredictability of the Behavior of 
Deterministic Chaos - Sensitivity to Initial Conditions 
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Sensitivity to initial conditions 

Divergence of nearby trajectories 

Chaos - Universal Features 
Determinism and Unpredictability of the Behavior of 
Deterministic Chaos - Sensitivity to Initial Conditions 
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Chaos - Universal Features 
Determinism and Unpredictability of the Behavior of 
Deterministic Chaos - Sensitivity to Initial Conditions 

•  Lyapunov exponents are another member of the family of universal features 
of deterministic chaos.  

•  They are numbers which basically express the divergence (or also 
convergence) of the state trajectories of a dynamic system.  

•  The exponents can be calculated relatively simply, both for discrete systems 
and for continuous systems. 
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Chaos - Universal Features 
Determinism and Unpredictability of the Behavior of 
Deterministic Chaos - Sensitivity to Initial Conditions 

Chaos theory for evolutionary algorithms researchers 9
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The effect of Lyapunov exponents on the behaviour of the dynamic system is
apparent from Fig. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 shows the state space of a simple dynamic sys-
tem along with two different time developments starting from two different initial
conditions, which only differ by Dx = 0.01 in the x-axis. The behaviour in the two
cases is entirely different. Fig. 9 shows different behavior. Hence, the behaviour of
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Chaos - Universal Features 
Determinism and Unpredictability of the Behavior of 
Deterministic Chaos - Sensitivity to Initial Conditions 

•  Demonstration program in Mathematica is accessible at website  
http://www.ivanzelinka.eu/hp/Vyuka.html . 

•  To run demonstration you need to download and install program 
http://www.wolfram.com/cdf-player/ . 

•  Follow instruction in selected demonstration program. 
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Unimodal sequence of the logistic equation."

Chaos theory for evolutionary algorithms researchers 13
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Fig. 10 Unimodal sequence of the logistic equation.

Table 2 U-sequence according to [0].
Perioda U-sequence Parameter A value
2 R 3.2361
4 RLR 3.4986
6 RLRRR 3.6275
5 RLRR 3.7389
3 RL 3.8319
6 RLLRL 3.8446
5 RLLR 3.9057
6 RLLRR 3.9375
4 RLL 3.9603
6 RLLLR 3.9778
5 RLLL 3.9903

A graphic presentation of such sequences is also possible in 2D graphs by assign-
ing white colour to the R-positions and black colour to the L-positions. Therefore,
one can easily see when U-sequences agree with one another. Figs 11 and 12 depict
the U-sequences for the logistic equation and for the following equation

xn+1 = 1�Cx2
n (10)

called as the quadratic one. The sequences are the same for A = 3.3 in the former
equation and C = 1.1 in the latter equation.

U-sequence 

Chaos - Universal Features 
The U-sequence 

•  The universal sequence, or the U-sequence, is another universal feature of 
deterministic chaos.  

•  The U-sequence is frequently demonstrated on iterated maps, whose typical 
representative is the well-known logistic equation.  

•  The U-sequence can be observed in the behavior of a number of dynamic 
systems whose mathematical model contains unimodal mapping (with one 
extreme). 
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Chaos - Universal Features 
Intermittence, Period Doubling, Metastable Chaos and Crises 

 

•  The emergence of chaos is not a phenomenon that can be described 
as a purely discrete event; instead, it has a “transient phase” during 
which the system behavior changes from predictable to chaotic, 
both by a deterministic pathway and by a random pathway.  

•  The two processes are often intertwined, representing thus a kind of 
“universal” pathway to chaos.  

•  Period doubling is a typical example of a deterministic transition.  
•  This is a phenomenon where the period of the system behavior 

doubles and at some control parameter levels transforms into 
chaotic behavior. 
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Chaos - Universal Features 
Intermittence, Period Doubling, Metastable Chaos and Crises 
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Fig. 13 Period doubling for the logistic equa-
tion...
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change in the control parameter, a crisis (see later) can take place if promoted by the
configuration of the system. This means that the entire chaotic attractor can vanish
or be replaced by another attractor [16]. A little bit more detailed analysis of the
various pathways leading to chaos will be presented later in this Chapter.
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Fig. 15 WEB diagram of the logistic equation for
A = 3.7375 and 70 iterations.
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Fig. 16 WEB diagram (detail) of the logistic
equation for A = 3.7375 and 70 iterations.

3.5 Feigenbaum constants

As mentioned in the section highlighting the history of theories dealing with deter-
ministic chaos, the theoretical physicist Mitchell Feigenbaum devised two constants
which certainly belong to the set of universalities of deterministic chaos. Their na-
ture and application can be best explained using examples which include graphical
visualization of the development of a chaotic system, specifically bifurcation dia-
grams (Fig. 17).

The diagrams were generated by using (11) and (12):
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Chaos - Universal Features 
Intermittence, Period Doubling, Metastable Chaos and Crises 

•  The emergence of intermittence is associated with very fine changes in 
the control parameter, which can be due to noise or, for instance, to 
numerical instability.  

•  Due to such fine changes the system behavior changes dramatically, 
being transferred from one type of behavior to the other.  

•  The emergence of intermittence from the logistic equation is shown in 
figures by means of the WEB diagram.  

•  A web diagram, also sometimes called a cobweb plot, is a graph that 
can be used to visualize successive iterations of a function xn+1 = f(xn).  

•  The diagram is called WEB because its straight line segments “anchored” 
to the functions and can resemble a spider web - thus WEB diagram. 
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Chaos - Universal Features 
Intermittence, Period Doubling, Metastable Chaos and Crises 
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3.5 Feigenbaum constants

As mentioned in the section highlighting the history of theories dealing with deter-
ministic chaos, the theoretical physicist Mitchell Feigenbaum devised two constants
which certainly belong to the set of universalities of deterministic chaos. Their na-
ture and application can be best explained using examples which include graphical
visualization of the development of a chaotic system, specifically bifurcation dia-
grams (Fig. 17).

The diagrams were generated by using (11) and (12):
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Chaos - Universal Features 
Intermittence, Period Doubling, Metastable Chaos and Crises 

•  Demonstration program in Mathematica is accessible at website  
http://www.ivanzelinka.eu/hp/Vyuka.html . 

•  To run demonstration you need to download and install program 
http://www.wolfram.com/cdf-player/ . 

•  Follow instruction in selected demonstration program. 
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Chaos	  -‐	  Universal	  Features	  
Feigenbaum	  Constants	  

•  As mentioned in the section highlighting the history of theories 
dealing with deterministic chaos, the theoretical physicist Mitchell 
Feigenbaum devised two constants which certainly belong to the set 
of universalities of deterministic chaos.  

•  Their nature and application can be best explained using examples 
which include graphical visualization of the development of a chaotic 
system, specifically bifurcation diagrams. 
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Chaos	  -‐	  Universal	  Features	  
Feigenbaum	  Constants	  

16 Sergej Celikovsky and Guanrong Chen

Fig. 17 Source of Feigenbaum’s constants - self-similarity of bifurcation diagrams. Left: diagram
for the logistic equation (11); right: section for the equation containing the trigonometric function,
eq. (12).
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They differ in a comprehensive representation (Fig. 17) but a detailed view shows
that different systems can produce virtually identical behavior: Two Feigenbaum’s
constants a and d follow from Fig. 17. Basically, they are numbers (constants)
representing geometric convergence of bifurcation diagrams. Both diagrams exhibit
branch splitting which proceeds in a very similar manner, as regards both the x-axis
and the y-axis. This can be seen in detail in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17 demonstrates that when the control parameter is changed, the system be-
haviour changes so that the branches in the bifurcation diagram are divided into two
additional branches each while a distance from the most recent division is progres-
sively diminishing. If the branching is projected into the x-axis and the ordinates in
which the branching has taken place are denoted sequentially, a sequence of num-
bers is obtained expressing the geometric convergence of the bifurcation diagram
with respect to the x-axis. This set of numbers also expresses the second Feigen-
baum’s constant, d , given by relations (13) and (14).
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= 4.66920161... (14)

Constant d is the limit of numbers which can be understood, with some exag-
geration, as “local Feigenbaum’s constants”. The first Feigenbaum’s constant is a
(which also precedes d in the Greek alphabet). This constant is derived by a similar
procedure. The branching process is accompanied by changes in the distance be-
tween the points of branching, denoted d

n

. Once again, constant a is given by the
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Chaos	  -‐	  Universal	  Features	  
Feigenbaum	  Constants	  

•  Figure demonstrates that when the control parameter is changed, the system 
behavior changes so that the branches in the bifurcation diagram are divided 
into two additional branches each while a distance from the most recent 
division is progressively diminishing.  

•  If the branching is projected into the x-axis and the ordinates in which the 
branching has taken place are denoted sequentially, a sequence of numbers is 
obtained expressing the geometric convergence of the bifurcation diagram 
with respect to the x-axis.  

•  This set of numbers also expresses the second Feigenbaum’s constant, δ , 
given by relations 
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. Once again, constant a is given by the
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•  Constant δ is the limit of numbers which can be understood, with some 
exaggeration, as “local Feigenbaum’s constants”.  

•  The first Feigenbaum’s constant is α (which also precedes δ in the Greek 
alphabet).  

•  This constant is derived by a similar procedure. The branching process is 
accompanied by changes in the distance between the points of branching, 
denoted dn.  

•  Once again, constant α is given by the limit of the ratio of the current 
distance to the previous distance.  

•  The mathematical formula is given by equation  
 

•  The limiting sequences leading to the above constants can be calculated even 
from simple mathematical models, such as the logistic equation. 
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limit of the ratio of the current distance to the previous distance. The mathematical
formula is given by eq. (15). The limiting sequences leading to the above constants
can be calculated even from simple mathematical models, such as the logistic equa-
tion.

a = lim
n!•

d

n

d

n+1
= 2.5029... (15)

Feigenbaum’s constants are physical parameters which are common to a wide
class of systems. From how the constants are derived (as also indicated in [16]) also
follows how they can be used, specifically, how d can be used to predict additional
bifurcations in the system. Realizing that d describes the measure of subsequent
bifurcations, the prediction principle is quite clear. Starting from eq. (13) and (14)
and rearranging, one arrives at eq. (16), which can be used to calculate the control
parameter value at which the next bifurcation will take place.

A

n+1 =
A

n

�A

n�1

d
+A

n

(16)

In this manner the values can be obtained, or as shown by relations (17) and (18).

A3 =
A2�A1

d
+A2 (17)

A4 =
A3�A2

d
+A3 (18)

Hence, the result is fully determined by the two preceding bifurcations. Substitu-
tion of eq. (17) in (18) gives eq. (19), which enables us to calculate from two values
of the control parameter A

n

at which bifurcation takes place. In this manner one can
proceed up to the value (20) at which chaos appears. In fact, this prediction is ap-
proximate only; nevertheless, as proved by various experiments [16], the predictions
fit the reality quite well.

A4 =
A2�A1

d 2 +d
+A2 (19)

A• =
A2�A1

d �1
+A2 (20)

3.6 Self-similarity

Another common feature of chaos is self-similarity [6], a phenomenon which can
be seen quite well on bifurcation diagrams. Self-similarity is best demonstrable in
fractal geometry. Basically, self-similarity is the property of a geometric object that
contains a component part which is identical with or very similar to the geomet-
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•  Another common feature of chaos is self-similarity. 
•  It is a phenomenon which can be seen quite well on bifurcation diagrams.  
•  Self-similarity is best demonstrable in fractal geometry. Basically, self-

similarity is the property of a geometric object that contains a component 
part which is identical with or very similar to the geometric structure of the 
whole object. In other words, a subset of the parent object is similar to the 
parent object.  

•  This property is actually only a geometric-linguistic expression of rather 
complex mathematical structures and the associated mathematical 
apparatus which is used in fractal geometry.  

•  Self-similarity can be demonstrated graphically on two classic fractal objects 
- snowflake and fern. Take any part of the object: its structure will 
resemble that of the basic object. 
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•  The same applies, for instance, to bifurcation diagrams. Since their 
structure is determined by Feigenbaum’s constants, which are universal 
for chaos. 

•  Some graphical visualizations of chaos can be expected to exhibit self-
similarity, i.e. within a single visualization (a single bifurcation diagram) 
or among several bifurcations diagrams of different systems.  

•  This is well illustrated by the demonstration of self-similarity using 
bifurcation diagrams.  

•  The diagrams clearly display self-similarity. The result will be the same 
with other bifurcation diagrams also.  

•  Self-similarity and other fractal properties can also be found in other 
visualizations of course (chaotic attractors), but bifurcation diagrams are 
apparently most graphic for this purpose. 
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•  Deterministic chaos as such does not exist on its own. In fact, it is a type 
of behavior that can be observed in some nonlinear systems and which 
can be tackled from various sides.  

•  Usually, two methods to get to chaotic behavior are described in the 
literature: through local bifurcations and through global bifurcations.  

•  The two categories are then classed further into special subgroups of 
transition to chaos.  

•  For local bifurcations these include period doubling, quasi-periodicity, and 
intermittence, the last-mentioned being further granulated into Type I 
(tangent bifurcation), Type II (Hopf’s bifurcation), and Type III (period 
doubling).  
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•  For global bifurcations, these include chaotic transients and crises. 
An overview of the transitions is shown in the next table. Chaos theory for evolutionary algorithms researchers 19

Type II (Hopf’s bifurcation), and Type III (period doubling). For global bifurcations,
these include chaotic transients and crises. An overview of the transitions is shown
in Table 3.

Table 3 Ways to chaos.
Way to chaos Note
Local bifurcation Period doubling, quasiperiodicity, intemittence (type I, II a III)
Global bifurcation Transients, crisis

Transient to chaotic behavior is very often a combination of transients mentioned
in the Table 3. Complexity of final transient depend on dynamical system structure,
but also on the set of signals which influence behavior of given dynamical system.

4.1 Period doubling

Period doubling is another way to reach chaos domain and is joined with so called
limit cycles. Term “period doubling” means that under certain conditions is behav-
ior of dynamical system doubling its periodical behavior (from period 2 to period
4, etc...) which is remoted by certain control parameter of observed system. Pe-
riod doubling is easily observable on so called Poincare section, which is in fact,
N� 1 dimensional plane through which trajectory is going. All intersections with
plane are recorded and are observable like points on Poincare plane, as is depicted
at Fig. 21, Fig. 23 or Fig. 25. Under changes of control parameter, system’s trajec-
tory is doubling (number of intersection increase) till chaotic behavior is reached.
Period doubling is observable in systems which contains “internal” frequency and
are controlled by external signal. In the case that there is no external control input
and period doubling is observable, system must contain both signals (frequencies)
generated under suitable conditions.

Both frequencies, or better their mutual combination, determine resulting behav-
ior of dynamical system, which is determined by mutual ratios of both frequencies
(lets call them for now w

R

and w
r

) which can be rational or irrational. In the case of
rational ratio, the resulting trajectory is periodical, in the case of irrational ratio one
can observe quasiperiodical trajectories. The influence of both frequencies can be
easily generated by (21). Equations parametrically describe dynamics of trajectory
in 3D on a torus, with radius R and r. Frequencies w

R

and w
r

are of rotation around
main torus radius R and radius of its body r. On figures 20 and 21 is depicted trajec-
tory for w

R

= 3 and w
r

= 2 including Poincare’s surface with three points. Trajectory
is periodical. For w

r

= 2.1 is trajectory more complicated, see Fig. 22 and 23. If the
ratio of both frequencies become to be more irrational, then the torus surface is more
densely covered and at Poincare section the cutting trajectory is creating a circle, see
Fig. 24 and 25.
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•  Period doubling is another way to reach chaos domain and is joined with 
so called limit cycles.  

•  Term “period doubling” means that under certain conditions is behavior 
of dynamical system doubling its periodical behavior (from period 2 to 
period 4, etc...) which is control by certain control parameter of observed 
system.  

•  Period doubling is easily observable on so called Poincare section, which 
is in fact, N − 1 dimensional plane through which trajectory is going.  

•  All intersections with plane are recorded and are observable like points 
on Poincare plane.  

•  Under changes of control parameter, system’s trajectory is doubling 
(number of intersection increase) till chaotic behavior is reached.  
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•  Period doubling is observable in systems which contains “internal” 
frequency and are controlled by external signal.  

•  In the case that there is no external control input and period doubling is 
observable, system must contain both signals (frequencies) generated 
under suitable conditions. 20 Sergej Celikovsky and Guanrong Chen
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(21)
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Fig. 21 and w
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= 2.

If any of the two frequencies is changed, the resulting trajectory need not neces-
sarily be more chaotic; on the contrary, if the two frequencies are in suitable (“more
rational”) ratios, “deterministic windows” can appear in the trajectory behaviour,
i.e. the trajectory does not exhibit chaotic motion. This is demonstrated in Fig. 26 -
29, where more or less chaotic behaviour of the resulting trajectory can be observed
for different. If the behaviour becomes chaotic, the trajectory forms a ring, called a
drift ring, on the Poincare plane.

The pathway leading to chaos and containing period doubling has the following
structure: singular point ! limiting cycle ! period doubling ! quasi-periodicity
! chaos. Period doubling and quasi-periodicity play the parts of chain links only.
Apart from special cases, transition from quasi-periodicity to chaos is only possible
if a new, third frequency appears in the system with a constant change in the control
parameter. Three dimensions as a minimum are needed for chaos to emerge. If (ex-
cept for special cases as mentioned) chaos could emerge for less that 3 dimensions,
this would be in violation of the Poincare-Bendixon theorem, according to which
chaos cannot emerge in 2D. Period doubling with subsequent quasi-periodicity is a
universal phenomenon which can be observed in a wide range of dynamic systems.
The only condition that must be met is that a suitable number of frequencies exist in
the system, while the physical structure of the system does not matter. When study-
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If any of the two frequencies is changed, the resulting trajectory need not neces-
sarily be more chaotic; on the contrary, if the two frequencies are in suitable (“more
rational”) ratios, “deterministic windows” can appear in the trajectory behaviour,
i.e. the trajectory does not exhibit chaotic motion. This is demonstrated in Fig. 26 -
29, where more or less chaotic behaviour of the resulting trajectory can be observed
for different. If the behaviour becomes chaotic, the trajectory forms a ring, called a
drift ring, on the Poincare plane.

The pathway leading to chaos and containing period doubling has the following
structure: singular point ! limiting cycle ! period doubling ! quasi-periodicity
! chaos. Period doubling and quasi-periodicity play the parts of chain links only.
Apart from special cases, transition from quasi-periodicity to chaos is only possible
if a new, third frequency appears in the system with a constant change in the control
parameter. Three dimensions as a minimum are needed for chaos to emerge. If (ex-
cept for special cases as mentioned) chaos could emerge for less that 3 dimensions,
this would be in violation of the Poincare-Bendixon theorem, according to which
chaos cannot emerge in 2D. Period doubling with subsequent quasi-periodicity is a
universal phenomenon which can be observed in a wide range of dynamic systems.
The only condition that must be met is that a suitable number of frequencies exist in
the system, while the physical structure of the system does not matter. When study-
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ing the phenomenon of period doubling, the system can be looked upon as pair of
systems where one system is superior to (affects - controls) the other system. This
is also referred to as oscillator locking (coupling), specifically frequency locking,
phase locking or mode locking [16], which are different names for the same phe-
nomenon. The extent of locking is given by the w

R

and w
r

, or more generally by w1
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ing the phenomenon of period doubling, the system can be looked upon as pair of
systems where one system is superior to (affects - controls) the other system. This
is also referred to as oscillator locking (coupling), specifically frequency locking,
phase locking or mode locking [16], which are different names for the same phe-
nomenon. The extent of locking is given by the w

R

and w
r

, or more generally by w1
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Fig. 31 Period doubling in the logistic equation.

tic equation (11) can be used to demonstrate intermittence (Fig. 14). Intermittence,
of both types in which it is usually classed, is seen in both graphs. First type inter-
mittence is a phenomenon where deterministic (periodic) behaviour alternates with
chaotic behaviour (Fig. 14). Second type intermittence is characterized by changes
in behaviour between chaos and quasiperiodicity (Fig.13). It is noteworthy that in
both cases, an object whose apexes fill an imaginary triangle appears in the devel-
opment roughly at the 30th iteration. This object has its name and is amply used in
stock exchange speculations to predict the near-future behaviour of stocks. One of
the technical indicators, its name is Triangle.

Generally speaking, intermittence is based on the existence of singular points in
the dynamic system’s state space. The abrupt dramatic change in the system be-
haviour is due to the fact that some singular points vanish when the control pa-
rameter is changed slightly and are not replaced by other singular points. As some
singular points vanish, the remaining singular points and their attractivity basins un-
dergo overall position reconfiguration, and as a consequence, a trajectory which was
periodic becomes chaotic and vice versa. The reverse phenomenon is also feasible of
course, singular points can “be formed”, whereupon the state space is reconfigured
and the system behaviour changes.

The dependence of the existence of singular points on an external control param-
eter can be well demonstrated on iterative mappings, e.g. on the logistic equation.
Fig. 32 shows the logistic equation in five-fold iteration for different values of the
control parameter A. If A = 3.74, this “system” includes some singular points of the
sink type, by which trajectories are attracted, and some source type points, by which
trajectories are repulsed. In the steady state the behaviour can then be deterministic.
If the A-values start to change towards 3.72, singular points vanish (no point of in-
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•  Demonstration program in Mathematica is accessible at website  
http://www.ivanzelinka.eu/hp/Vyuka.html . 

•  To run demonstration you need to download and install program 
http://www.wolfram.com/cdf-player/ . 

•  Follow instruction in selected demonstration program. 
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•  Intermittence is a next pathway to chaos.  
•  During this transition to chaos, irregularly appearing regions of chaotic 

behavior whose length and frequency of occurrence depend on the 
appropriate system control parameters can be observed in the time 
development of the system.  

•  As the parameters are gradually changed, the chaotic segments can be 
more and more frequent and ultimately become the only observable 
behavior of the system (or vice versa).  

•  Once again, the behavior of the logistic equation can be used to 
demonstrate intermittence in figures.  

•  Intermittence, of both types in which it is usually classed, is seen in both 
graphs. 
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•  First type intermittence is a phenomenon where deterministic (periodic) 
behavior alternates with chaotic behavior. 

•  Second type intermittence is characterized by changes in behavior 
between chaos and quasi-periodicity.  

•  It is noteworthy that in both cases, an object whose apexes fill an 
imaginary triangle appears in the development roughly at the 30th 
iteration.  

•  This object has its name and is amply used in stock exchange 
speculations to predict the near-future behavior of stocks.  

•  It is also known as one of the technical indicators, its name is Triangle. 
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tersection with the logistic equation curve with a slope of 45� exists). If the system
development reaches this area, it starts to exhibit deterministic behaviour, because
it cannot do otherwise in the limited space between the slope and logistic equation
curve (see Fig. 34). Since the intersection of the curve and 45� straight line emerges
or vanishes here, this phenomenon is called tangent bifurcation or also saddle-node
bifurcation.
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Fig. 32 Logistic equation intermittence for A =
3.7375
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Fig. 34 Occurrence of intermittence for the logistic equation with A = 3.7375, detail from Fig. 33.

In this case the logistic equation tends to chaos (Fig. 36). If the parameter is var-
ied from 3.72 to 3.74, deterministic sequences would be more and more frequent in
the chaotic behaviour and ultimately the behaviour would be purely deterministic.
So far it was tacitly assumed that the intermittence was induced by purely determin-
istic A-parameter setting. In the real world, however, virtually everything is affected
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In this case the logistic equation tends to chaos (Fig. 36). If the parameter is var-
ied from 3.72 to 3.74, deterministic sequences would be more and more frequent in
the chaotic behaviour and ultimately the behaviour would be purely deterministic.
So far it was tacitly assumed that the intermittence was induced by purely determin-
istic A-parameter setting. In the real world, however, virtually everything is affected
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Fig. 35 Behaviour of the logistic equation with
A = 3.74
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Fig. 36 and 3.72, 60 iterations.

by noise, which can superpose control signals as well as other signals. This implies
that noise can also affect the A-parameter, which otherwise can also be constant,
approaching tangent bifurcation. It will be clear that with a suitable noise intensity
and nature, the A-parameter can take values at which singular points vanish, and
furthermore, that due to the properties of noise, this value will be transient rather
than permanent and that the A-parameter will eventually return to its initial value.
The frequency of occurrence of intermittence so induced can be quite different from
that obtained by deterministic “excitation”. The effect of noise on the existence or
non-existence of intermittence is a problem which is too complex to be discussed in
this publication.
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Fig. 37 Behaviour of the relation (1.10.3) at A = 4.61 and x0 =0.91.
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•  Demonstration program in Mathematica is accessible at website  
http://www.ivanzelinka.eu/hp/Vyuka.html . 

•  To run demonstration you need to download and install program 
http://www.wolfram.com/cdf-player/ . 

•  Follow instruction in selected demonstration program. 
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•  Crises are a phenomenon where chaotic behavior usually changes 
dramatically.  

•  Such changes can be of various nature. Deterministic behavior can vanish 
altogether, to be replaced by pure chaos, or conversely, the magnitude of the 
attractor changes, as does the size of its basin of attraction.  

•  Such changes have a common denominator, namely, the quality and 
configuration of singular points in the state space, including their change in 
dependence on the control parameters.  

•  Crises are categorized into 2 classes: boundary crises and interior crises. 
Boundary crises occur on imaginary boundaries of attractors, which are 
determined by a suitable control parameter value.  

•  For the logistic equation, the boundary is A = 4. Beyond this boundary the 
chaotic attractor, represented by “snowing” in the bifurcation diagram, 
vanishes. 
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in excess 1 can be attained in the area of the apex of the parabola generated by the
logistic equation. The time needed to attain that area is relatively short. If a trajec-
tory “strays” into that area, it starts running away from the area where the chaotic
attractor was initially present at A = 4. In other words, if the value is changed to
A > 4, a “creep-hole” in the chaotic attractor opens up, enabling the trajectory to
escape. Such change can be caused by deterministic influences (control, ...) or by
random effects (noise). Boundary crisis is demonstrated for the logistic equation in
the form of the WEB diagram in Fig. 45. When the number of iterations exceeds
11, the trajectory reaches the apex of the parabola and escapes to infinity in this
case. Something similar can also be observed on the “circular sine” bifurcation dia-
gram (Fig. 46), where chaos vanishes abruptly at K = 3.8 and purely deterministic
behaviour establishes in a different region of the state space (up to a value of ap-
proximately 4.27). The same effect can be observed in Henon bifurcation diagram
at C = 1.8.
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Fig. 45 WEB diagram of the logistic equation for
A = 4.1. Example of boundary crisis.
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Fig. 46 “Circular sine” bifurcation diagram.
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Interior crises are changes in behaviour during which the chaotic attractor under-
goes dramatic changes but does not vanish. The bifurcation diagram of the Gaus-
sian map (Fig. 47) is a graphic example showing how the chaotic attractor structure
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•  Interior crises are changes in behavior during which the chaotic 
attractor undergoes dramatic changes but does not vanish.  

•  The bifurcation diagram of the Gaussian map is a graphic example 
showing how the chaotic attractor structure changes in dependence 
on the control parameter c.  

•  The expansion of the chaotic attractor is usually due to collision of a 
trajectory with a source type or unstable limiting cycle type singular 
point.  

•  In such case the trajectory is “hurled off” to regions where it 
normally would not get or would get in an extremely long time.  

•  Like in intermittences, noise plays an important role in crises. 
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Chaos	  -‐	  From	  Order	  to	  Chaos	  
Crises	  
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Chaos - Universal Features 
Crises 

•  Demonstration program in Mathematica is accessible at website  
http://www.ivanzelinka.eu/hp/Vyuka.html . 

•  To run demonstration you need to download and install program 
http://www.wolfram.com/cdf-player/ . 

•  Follow instruction in selected demonstration program. 
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Chaos	  –	  Selected	  Examples	  

•  Deterministic chaos can be observed in many dynamic systems 
whose nature is diverse.  

•  It is an electronic systems (Chua circuits, the diode circuits with 
digital filters, ...), mechanical (double pendulum, magnetic 
pendulum, billiard problem ...), biological (logistic equation systems 
with evolutionary dynamics, ...), physical (plasma, three body 
problem, hydrodynamics, ...), etc.  

•  Some can be realized easily on a desk, while others can only watch 
as they arose by natural processes.  

•  The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate deterministic chaos 
selected examples and specifically in the field of mechanics, 
electronics, biology, meteorology and number theory. 
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Selected Examples 
Mechanical System - Billiard 

•  There are countless examples of deterministic chaos in classical 
mechanics.  

•  A very didactic example is the experiment with small balls falling 
through a system of bars fixed in a wall.  

•  This problem concerns the reflection of two bodies with curved 
surfaces - balls in this case - or of a radius (beam) from a spherical 
surface.  

10!10

q̇(t)! aq(t) + bq(t)3 = 0

q̈(t)! aq(t) + bq(t)3 + cq̇(t) = 0

q̈(t)! aq(t) + bq(t)3 + cq̇(t) = f0 (!dt)

q̈(t) aq(t) bq(t)3 a b

!
q̇(t)

"
bq(t)3 ! aq(t) + q̈(t)

#
dt

1

4
bq(t)4 ! 1

2
aq(t)2 +

1

2
q̇(t)2

q(t)! > q q̇(t)! > v

cq̇(t)
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Selected Examples 
Mechanical System - Billiard 

•  Taking into account the curvature of the surfaces it will be clear that 
even the slightest change in the initial conditions will bring about 
differences in the repeated trajectory.  

•  Sensitivity to initial conditions in the billiard problem can be clearly 
seen on the simulation of falling of a ball through a system of bars 
with 20 rows.  

•  Here the simulation was repeated four times with differences in the 
initial conditions (x-axis) of 0, 0.00001, 0.00002, and 0.00003, 
respectively. The difference in the initial conditions was thus in the 
order 10−5. Despite the small number of bar rows (exactly 20) the 
trajectories are apparently different starting from the seventh row. 
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Selected Examples 
Mechanical System - Billiard 
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Selected Examples 
Mechanical System - Billiard 

Chaos theory for evolutionary algorithms researchers 33

Start here

Fig. 50 Another variant of the billiard - trajectories diverge after a few iterations. Starting positions
were x1 = 0.936578,y1 = 1.31709 and x2 = 0.936578,y2 = 1.3063

Equation (24) is a starting point for understanding the origin of chaos in this sys-
tem. The model contains 3 components: acceleration q̈(t), linear force effect aq(t),
and nonlinear force effect bq(t)3. Various types of the steady state can be achieved
in the oscillator by varying parameters a and b. The states can be determined by
means of the first integral (27) of the system, describing total energy of the oscilla-
tor. The total energy consists of 2 components: kinetic energy and potential energy,
described by the last term and by the remaining terms in (28), respectively.

⇤
q̇(t)

�
�aq(t)+bq(t)3 + q̈(t)

⇥
dt (27)

�1
2

aq(t)2 +
1
4

bq(t)4 +
1
2

q̇(t)2 (28)

The first two terms in (28) can be used to set up the potential (Fig. 51 and 52)
describing its dependence on parameter a. If a > 0, the oscillator has three equilib-
rium states - two stable states (minima) and one unstable state (maximum between
the two minima). If a < 0, the oscillator possesses one stable state only. The minima
and maxima in the potential shown represent states to which the oscillator behaviour
is attracted or from which it is repulsed. If the entire equation (28) is considered, the
basin of attraction of Duffing’s oscillator can be depicted as shown in Fig. 53. In
the picture, the variables are interchanged according to scheme . Figs 53 and 54
display both the basins of attraction and the energy equipotentials - points in which
the oscillator possesses the same energy.
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Selected Examples 
Mechanical System - Billiard 

Accuracy	  

� 

Δy =10−12

Chaos	  may	  not	  occur	  only	  in	  
physical	  systems	  but	  also	  in	  
numerical	  calculaMons,	  which	  
plays	  a	  role	  accuracy	  with	  
which	  the	  calculaMon	  is	  
performed	  ...	  

Billiard	  problem	  is	  well	  demonstrated	  in	  3D	  surfaces	  as	  well	  as	  on	  the	  actual	  pool	  or	  even	  
using	  the	  mad	  pendulum	  ...	  
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Selected Examples 
Mechanical System – Mad Pendulum 
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Selected Examples 
Mechanical System – Mad Pendulum 
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Selected Examples 
Astronomy - the Three-Body Problem 

•  Quite a number of systems are encountered in astrophysics 
exhibiting chaotic behavior.  

•  As a typical example, let us discuss the three-body problem.  
•  This is a celestial mechanics problem describing the motion of three 

(or more) bodies affecting one another by gravitational forces.  
•  Mathematically, the three-body problem is formulated by a system 

of equations of motion, see 

Chaos theory for evolutionary algorithms researchers 51

Fig. 92 Bifurcation diagram of simple genetic al-
gorithm for a = 9, b 2 [1,20], T = 7/8

Fig. 93 Bifurcation diagram of simple genetic al-
gorithm for a = 4, b = 1, T 2 [0.7,0.9]

one another by gravitational forces. Mathematically, the three-body problem is for-
mulated by a system of equations of motion, see eq. (40).

m

j

q̈

j

= g
n

Â
k 6= j

m

k

m

j

(q
j

�q

k

)
��
q

j

�q

k

��3 , j = 1, ..., n (40)

In this system of equations, m is the mass of the mutually affecting bodies and q is
a vectorial function of time defining the positions of the bodies. The problem of n

bodies involves 6n variables (because each body has 3 position components and 3
velocity components). The motion of a system of n bodies is practically analytically
unsolvable starting from n = 3, and simulations of the behaviour are performed
numerically on computers. This problem attracted interest of such mathematicians
as Euler (1767, discovery of colinear periodic trajectories), Lagrange (1772, central
configuration of a system of n bodies), Charles-Eugene Delaunay (1860-1867, a 900
pages study volume dealing with the Earth-Moon-Sun system).

A simplified version of the three-body problem, called the restricted three-body
problem, has been formulated in this context. In this simplification, the mass of
one of the bodies is disregarded or the trajectories of the bodies are reduced to some
shapes such as circular or elliptical. Fig. 94 - 97 shows the behaviour of three bodies
for different initial conditions. Chaotic behaviour, or more precisely chaotic orbits
of the three bodies are clearly seen.

The n-body problem (or more precisely its restricted version) can also be simu-
lated by means of a relatively simple device called a mad pendulum. This pendulum
consists of N magnets located in the apexes of an N-angle, above which hangs a steel
ball on a thin string (see Fig. 98). The mathematical model describing the behaviour
of the pendulum is given by (41).

�
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i
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(41)
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Selected Examples 
Astronomy - the Three-Body Problem 

•  In this system of equations, m is the mass of the mutually affecting 
bodies and q is a vector function of time defining the positions of the 
bodies. 

•  The problem of n bodies involves 6n variables (because each body has 3 
position components and 3 velocity components).  

•  The motion of a system of n bodies is practically analytically unsolvable 
starting from n = 3, and simulations of the behavior are performed 
numerically on computers.  

•  This problem attracted interest of such mathematicians as  
–  Euler (1767, discovery of collinear periodic trajectories), Lagrange 

(1772, central configuration of a system of n bodies). 
–  Charles-Eugene Delaunay (1860-1867, a 900 pages study volume 

dealing with the Earth-Moon-Sun system). 
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Selected Examples 
Astronomy - the Three-Body Problem 

α Centauri A a B … 23AU, 80 years 
α Centauri C 13000 AU 

Artistic vision system of 3 stellar HD 188753 A, in the constellation Cygnus. In this 
triple star system orbiting planets like Jupiter around the brightest star in about 3.3 
day! ."
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Selected Examples 
Astronomy - the Three-Body Problem 
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Selected Examples 
Astronomy - the Three-Body Problem 
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Selected Examples 
Electronic System - Chua’s Circuit 

•  Electronic circuits are among the most popular systems used to 
demonstrate deterministic chaos.  

•  Their popularity come from the fact that electronic circuits are easy to 
set up and provide fast response to impulse.  

•  Typical representatives of electronic circuits with deterministic chaos 
include Chua’s circuit, whose hardware design and behavior are shown 
on next slide.  

•  Chua’s circuit can be described mathematically, which can be used to 
simulate the behavior of the circuit. 
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Selected Examples 
Electronic System - Chua’s Circuit 
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Selected Examples 
Electronic System - Chua’s Circuit 

•  The core of Chua’s circuit is a nonlinear resistor, sometimes called Chua’s 
diode.  

•  Chua’s attractor visualized by the program Mathematica (left) and on the 
oscilloscope connected to its hardware implementation. 

•  In 
 
 
 
the nonlinear resistor g(x) is represented by 
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Selected Examples 
Electronic System - Chua’s Circuit 
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Selected Examples 
Electronic System - Chua’s Circuit 
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Selected Examples 
Biological System – Logistic Equation 

•  The logistic equation is the most typical example in the domain of 
biological systems. 	


•  This equation models the evolution of dynamic co-evolutionary systems of 
the predator-prey type in which all the relevant behavior types are present. 	


•  The logistic equation is modeled by equation 	


•  An important element in this equation is the control parameter A, whose 
gradual change in the equation gives rise to behavior which can be 
visualized conventionally or by means of the bifurcation diagram.  
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Selected Examples 
Biological System – Logistic Equation 

•  Logistic equation is a suitable tool for studying the transition from 
deterministic behavior to chaotic behavior as well as phenomena 
accompanying that of transition, such as intermittence and period doubling. 	


•  The behavior depends both on the initial conditions and on the control 
parameter, as the two bifurcation diagrams clearly demonstrate. 	


•  The diagrams show the chaotic patterns of the system behavior in 
dependence on the control parameter. 	


•  We would like also to note that the bifurcation diagram (and bifurcation in 
general) is related to abrupt changes in the system behavior, referred to as 
catastrophes, in dependence on the control parameter (Thom’s catastrophe 
theory). 
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Selected Examples 
Biological System – Logistic Equation 
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Selected Examples 
Meteorological System - Lorenz Weather Model 

•  A typical representative of deterministic chaos is a very simple model of 
the behavior of weather expressed by a system of equations devised by 
Edward Lorenz at MIT in 1963.  

•  Lorenz is generally regarded as the discoverer of deterministic chaos. 
The equations, including the initial conditions, are given by 
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Selected Examples 
Meteorological System - Lorenz Weather Model 

•  They represent a hydrodynamic model of the behavior of a gas or liquid 
during external heating.  

•  A simulation provides the chaotic attractor that is shown in figures on the 
next slide.  

•  The attractor consists of two lobes in whose centers are singular points 
that attract trajectories from their neighborhood and, after certain 
attraction, repulse them away.  

•  The arrangement of the two singular points is such that the repulsed 
trajectories get into the attraction domain of the opposite singular point, 
where the process is repeated. 
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Selected Examples 
Meteorological System - Lorenz Weather Model 
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Selected Examples 
Spatiotemporal Chaos 

•  The systems discussed so far demonstrated deterministic chaos in 
the time domain, i.e. where chaotic behavior can be observed in the 
system behavior developing in time.  

•  In addition to this type of chaotic behavior, another type exists, see 
spatiotemporal behavior, occurring in systems that are described, 
e.g., by partial differential equations.  

•  Hence, they are systems with distributed parameters. This type of 
behavior can be nicely and simply demonstrated on the logistic 
equation discussed in the previous section (other iteration equations 
can also be used, of course) in parallel connection, referred to as 
Coupled Map Lattices (CML).  
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Selected Examples 
Spatiotemporal Chaos 

•  This is a spatiotemporally coupled system with the development of n 
equations that affect each other via a coupling constant, usually 
denoted ε.  

•  CML can be regarded as a field of kind of “oscillators” which affect 
each other.  

•  Mathematical description of a CML using an iteration equation for its 
activity consists in where the function which is denoted f(...) 
represents the iteration equation. 

44 Sergej Celikovsky and Guanrong Chen

The origin of the Lorenz attractor, including modifications in the nature and po-
sitions of the singular points, is described in detail in [13]. It should be noted that
the accuracy of calculation of the behaviour of a chaotic system also depends on the
software and method used.

5.6 Spatiotemporal chaos

The systems discussed so far demonstrated deterministic chaos in the time domain,
i.e. where chaotic behaviour can be observed in the system behaviour developing
in time. In addition to this type of chaotic behaviour, another type exists, see spa-
tiotemporal behaviour ([16], [24]), occurring in systems that are described, e.g., by
partial differential equations. Hence, they are systems with distributed parameters.
This type of behaviour can be nicely and simply demonstrated on the logistic equa-
tion discussed in the previous section (other iteration equations can also be used, of
course) in parallel connection, referred to as Coupled Map Lattices (CML). This is
a spatiotemporally coupled system with the development of n equations that affect
each other via a coupling constant, usually denoted e . CML can be regarded as a
field of kind of “oscillators” which affect each other. Mathematical description of a
CML using an iteration equation for its activity consists in (36) where the function
which is denoted f (...) represents the iteration equation.

x

n+1(i) = (1� e) f (x
n

(i))+
e
2
( f (x

n

(i�1))+ f (x
n

(i+1))) (36)

Equation (36) is referred to as a symmetric CML because the kth equation acts on
its neighbours (through the coupling constant e) equally on both sides. Asymmetric
CMLs whose description is, naturally, slightly modified, also exist. Such types of
relatively simple spatiotemporal chaotic systems provide a very wide scale of be-
haviour, which is used for modelling this type of chaos as well as for the study of its
control and use in information transmission and encoding. Figs 82 to 83 show the
behaviour of a CML according to eq. (36) where term f (...) is replaced by the lo-
gistic equation, or more precisely by 100 logistic equations that affected each other
during 100 iterations. In Fig. 82, black points denote values exceeding the level of
0.88 (according to [24]). The other points remain white, due to which information
regarding the actual diversity of the spatiotemporal chaos is lost. This is demon-
strated by Fig. 83, where a gray-scale picture is depicted. Fig. 84 shows another
version of CML: 2D version, i.e. both axis x and y are logistic equations joined to-
gether. Time line is axis z, which is not visible in Fig. 84, this figure is basically only
slice cut of 2D CML in iteration 200.

Naturally, CML is not the only method to simulate spatiotemporal chaos. Consid-
erably more complex descriptions (as regards mathematical formalism and solution)
exist and will be discussed in Chapter 6, dealing with the control of chaos.
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Selected Examples 
Spatiotemporal Chaos 
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Spatiotemporal Chaos 
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Selected Examples 
Cellular Automata - Game of Life 

•  Cellular automata represent a tool that can be employed to simulate extensive 
or complex systems.  

•  The history of cellular automata can be traced back to ancient China, 
specifically to the year 1303.  

•  This is the era of origin of the Chinese arithmetic triangle, better known as 
Pascal’s triangle (after the French mathematician Blaise Pascal, 1623 - 1662) 
published in 1527, which indirectly led to the later development of probability 
theory.  

•  Among applications of cellular automata are, for instance, simulation of forest 
fires, differentiation of cells in human body (Kuffman’s model), the human 
body’s immune failure, hydrodynamic phenomena (e.g. motion of particles of 
a fluid, was used to simulate the behavior of 4 million molecules) for example.  
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Selected Examples 
Cellular Automata - Game of Life 

•  Game of life is governed by a very primitive rule and still exhibiting very 
complex behavior. The rules are very simple and are identical for all cells: 
–  Any live cell with more than three live neighbors dies, as if by 

overcrowding.  
–  Any live cell with fewer than two live neighbors dies, as if caused by 

under population.  
–  Any dead cell with exactly three live neighbors becomes a live cell.  

•  Dead cells are shown in white, live cells shown in black.  
•  This simple set of rules gives rise to incredibly complex behavior (Fig. 86) 

forming groups of cells that die and become live cells again (blinkers), travel 
along the cellular automaton (gliders), shoot down gliders (guns) or travel 
leaving blinkers in their traces (star ships).  
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Selected Examples 
Cellular Automata - Game of Life 

Chaos theory for evolutionary algorithms researchers 47

Fig. 85 Game of Life containing both deterministic and chaotic structures.

Fig. 86 Order in a cellular automaton.
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Selected Examples 
Cellular Automata - Links 

•  Popular Game of Life: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcuBvj0pw-E 
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Chaotic Attractors 

•  Dissipative 
–  Lozi 
–  Delayed Logistic 
–  Tinkerbell 
–  Burger 
–  Ikeda 
–  Sinai 
–  … 

•  Conservative 
–  Chirikov 
–  HenonQuadraMap 
–  ArnoldCatMap 
–  Gingerbreadman 
–  Lorenz3D 
–  … 

Sinai Tinkerbell 

Ikeda 

Gingerbreadman 

Halvorsen's cyclically  
symmetric attractor 

Thomas' cyclically  
symmetric attractor 
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Selected Examples 

•  Demonstration program in Mathematica is accessible at website  
http://www.ivanzelinka.eu/hp/Vyuka.html . 

•  To run demonstration you need to download and install program 
http://www.wolfram.com/cdf-player/ . 

•  Follow instruction in selected demonstration program. 
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Chaos – Domain of Attraction 
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Chaos – Domain of Attraction 
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Chaos – Domain of Attraction 

•  Demonstration program in Mathematica is accessible at website  
http://www.ivanzelinka.eu/hp/Vyuka.html . 

•  To run demonstration you need to download and install program 
http://www.wolfram.com/cdf-player/ . 

•  Follow instruction in selected demonstration program. 
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Chaos – Systems 

•  Mechanical systems (billiards, inverse pendulum ...).  
•  Astrophysical systems (ternary systems, plasma ...).   
•  Biological systems (predator-prey, DNA). 
•  Chemical processes (chemical oscillators - BZ reaction ...). 
•  Physical processes (plasma, atmospheric happening ...).   
•  Economic systems (stock exchange, economic cycles ...).   
•  Information systems (genetic algorithms, ...). 
•  Energetic and electronic systems (Chua's circuit, ...). 
•  … 
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Chaos – Equations 

• Algebraic	  equaMons	  (Gingerbreadman)	  

• DifferenMal	  equaMons	  (Lorenz	  aVractor)	  

• ParMal	  differenMal	  equaMons	  (spaMotemporal	  chaos)	  

• …	  

FitzHugh	  -‐	  Nagumo	  model	  

� 

xn+1( i) = (1−ε ) f (xn( i))+ ε
2
( f (xn(i−1))+ f (xn( i+1)))
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Chaos – Thom’s Catastrophes 
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Chaos – Visualizations 
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Selected Examples 
Chaos - Links 

•  Lorenz attractor: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iu4RdmBVdps 
•  Chaos document: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EF5Wvi_Iiy4 
•  Double Pendulum Chaos: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXf95_EKS6E 
•  Fractals – Hunting The Hidden Dimension – document about fractal 

geometry and chaos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s65DSz78jW4  

•  The Strange New Science of Chaos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUsePzlOmxw  
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Want	  to	  know	  more?	  

•  As a basic literature on chaos is recommended 
–  R. Gilmore 1993, Catastrophe Theory for Scientists and Engineers, John 

Wiley and Sons, ISBN 0-486-67-539-4, 1993 
–  Hilborn R.C.1994, Chaos and Nonlinear Dynamics, Oxford 

University Press, ISBN 0-19-508816-8, 1994 
–  Alligood K.T., Sauer T.D., Yorke J.A., Chaos - an Introduction to Dynamical 

Systems, Springer, 1996, ISBN 0-387-94677-2 
–  Schuster H.G. [1999] Handbook of Chaos Control (Wiley-VCH, New York) 

•  For chaos control 
–  Ott E., Greboki C., Yorke J.A., Controlling Chaos, Phys. Rev. Lett. 64, 1196, 

(1990) 
–  Greboki C., Lai Y.C. Controlling Chaos, In: Schuster H.G., Handbook of 

Chaos Control, Wiley-Vch, ISBN 3-527-29436-8, 1999 
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Want	  to	  know	  more?	  

•  For chaos control 
–  Just W., Principles of Time Delayed Feedback Control, In: Schuster H.G., 

Handbook of Chaos Control, Wiley-Vch, ISBN 3-527-29436-8, 1999 
–  Guanrong Chen, Controlling Chaos and Bifurcations in Engineering 

Systems, CRC Press, ISBN 0-8493-0579-9, 2000 
–  Schuster H.G., Handbook of Chaos Control, Wiley-Vch, ISBN 

3-527-29436-8, 1999 
–  Hendrik Richter & Kurt J. Reinschke: Optimization of local control of chaos 

by an evolutionary algorithm. Physica D144 (2000), 309-334. 
–  Hendrik Richter & Kurt J. Reinschke: Optimization of local control of chaos 

by an evolutionary algorithm. Physica D144 (2000a), 309-334. 
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Want	  to	  know	  more?	  

•  For chaos control 
–  Hu G., Xie F., Xiao J., Yang J., Qu Z., Control of Patterns and 

Spatiotemporal Chaos and its Application, In: Schuster H.G., Handbook of 
Chaos Control, Wiley-Vch, ISBN 3-527-29436-8, 1999 

–  Zelinka Ivan, Investigation on Evolutionary Deterministic Chaos Control, 
IFAC 2005, Praha. 
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Conclusions 

•  Historic background of deterministic chaos was already mentioned. 
•  Basic terminology was explained. 
•  The main attributes of chaos and its dynamics. 
•  Universal features, i.e. universal attributes can be found in any 

chaotic systems. 
•  There is a few possible routes from order to chaos. 
•  Chaos dynamics can be visualized in an interesting way. 
•  Chaos can be met in any nonlinear system as introduced in 

interesting examples. 
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION 

ivan.zelinka@ieee.org 
www.ivanzelinka.eu  
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Copyright 

This didactic material is meant for the personal use of the student only, 
and is copyrighted. Its reproduction, even for a partial utilization, is 
strictly forbidden in compliance with and in force of the law on Authors 
rights.   
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